Modulates event-Related potentIal (eRp) IndIces of attentIon In autIsM abstract Individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have previously been shown to have significantly augmented and prolonged event-related potentials (ERP) to irrelevant visual stimuli compared to controls at both early and later stages (e.g., N200, P300) of visual processing and evidence of an overall lack of stimulus discrimination. Abnormally large and indiscriminative cortical responses to sensory stimuli may reflect cortical inhibitory deficits and a disruption in the excitation/inhibition ratio. Low-frequency (≤1HZ) repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) has been shown to increase inhibition of stimulated cortex by the activation of inhibitory circuits. It was our prediction that after 12 sessions of low-frequency rTMS applied bilaterally to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortices in individuals with ASD there would be a significant improvement in ERP indices of selective attention evoked at later (i.e., 200-600 ms) stages of attentional processing as well as an improvement in motor response error rate. We assessed 25 participants with ASD in a task of selective attention using illusory figures before and after 12 sessions of rTMS in a controlled design where a waiting-list group of 20 children with ASD performed the same task twice. We found a significant improvement in both N200 and P300 components as a result of rTMS as well as a significant reduction in response errors. We also found significant reductions in both repetitive behavior and irritability according to clinical behavioral questionnaires as a result of rTMS. We propose that rTMS has the potential to become an important therapeutic tool in ASD research and treatment.
Introduction
In one of our investigations we assessed ERP indices of selective attention using a three-stimuli, novelty processing task in 11 high-functioning children and young adults with ASD and 11 age-matched, typically developing control subjects [15] . Patients with ASD showed significantly augmented and prolonged cortical responses to irrelevant, visual stimuli compared to controls and evidence of a lack of stimulus discrimination at both early (e.g., P100) and late stages (e.g., N200, P300) of visual processing. Additionally we confirmed these results in a following study where we also found abnormally large cortical responses to task irrelevant stimuli at early stages of visual processing and a significantly higher percentage of motor response errors in a similar visual 'oddball' task using illusory figures [16] . These preliminary results indicate that in ASD cortical responses may be augmented and indiscriminative during visual processing, and this may result in compromised selective attention. Abnormally large cortical responses to sensory stimuli (i.e. signal/sensory amplification) may be due to a disruption in the ratio between cortical excitation and inhibition [17, 18] . Furthermore, a reduction in the ability to decrease these cortical responses may reflect inhibitory deficits which may play an important role in the manifestation of symptoms of ASD (e.g. sensory hypersensitivity, impaired social interaction). Interview -Revised (ADI-R) [42] . They also 
Kanizsa Illusory Figure Test
In this task subjects have to respond with a button-press to rare (25% probability) Kanizsa We also wanted to keep the stimulation power below MT as an extra safety precaution due to the increased risk of seizure within this study population. The number of TMS pulses during a TMS session reported in the literature has varied from 30 to 2,000 pulses/per session on a once-per-week over 8 weeks to twice-a-day basis over 10 days [51] . It has been concluded that less than 100 pulses/per session is not very promising in terms of therapeutic efficacy (see [56] for review). Our initial study using rTMS on children with autism was conducted using the left DLPFC as a stimulation site [57, 58] .
Since some participants with 6 rTMS sessions 
Pre-and Post-TMS Behavioral Measures
Social and behavioral functioning for participants was evaluated utilizing caregiver report and clinician ratings of improvement.
Participants were evaluated prior to receiving shown to be effective in assessing behavior changes in autism [60] . Specifically, for this study we used the Irritability and Hyperactivity subscales of the ABC as outcome measures. 
Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS

Results
Motor Responses
Reaction time (RT) changes at the second test showed significant group differences (Time Post-treatment total accuracy differences between groups was not significant, but there was a significant reduction in total error rate as a result of rTMS (12.9 ± 17.9 percent vs. 5.5 ± The Stimulus X Group interaction was more significant (F 1,49 =5.14, p=0.028) over the left hemisphere which can be described as a more negative N200 amplitude to targets with a less negative amplitude to non-targets as a result of rTMS ( Figure 3a) . whereas all changes in the WTL group were not significant (see Figure 5 ).
Clinical Evaluations after TMS
There was a significant between group difference in reduction in repetitive and 
discussion
Our results show significant changes in later- Latency of P300 responses to targets in the TMS group was significantly reduced both at the frontal and parietal topographies, while the WTL group showed no changes.
to irrelevant distracters as a result of rTMS treatment. Furthermore, N200 peak latency was significantly reduced to task relevant target stimuli across both hemispheres following rTMS pointing at more effective signal processing.
Our previous investigation of ERPs in 11 participants with ASD and 11 age-matched, typically developing control subjects [15] yielded significantly augmented and prolonged frontal N200 amplitude and latency baseline Previously we investigated the effects of six sessions of "slow" rTMS applied only to the left prefrontal cortex on performance in a visual task of selective attention in individuals with ASD [57, 65] . Similar to the present investigation we found a significant reduction in the frontal N200 and parietal P3b latency to irrelevant distracter stimuli. However, we did not find any significant N200 amplitude changes after six sessions. Additionally, similar to the present investigation we also found a significant reduction in the percentage of motor response errors to target stimuli as a result of 6 sessions of rTMS applied to the left DLPFC [57, 65] . It may plausibly be concluded that we found more robust changes in endogenous cognitive ERP components (i.e., N200 amplitude, P3b latency) 
